The Inkerman Group acquires TASK International Ltd
Ashford Kent, UK Monday 22 October, 2007, The Inkerman Group, a specialist risk,
intelligence and investigation company, with offices in Ashford, London and Köln, have
announced that they have acquired TASK International.
TASK International is a market leader in the field of bespoke personal protection and related
security services, with a uniquely accredited training, support and consultancy service
providing value add to its clients both within UK as well as Internationally.
Gerald Moor, CEO of The Inkerman Group, commented “TASK International fits into The
Inkerman Group’s product portfolio exceptionally well and will delivery additional qualitative
services and solutions to our clients. We now have the advantage of being both an operating
and training company allowing us a unique proposition to offer our clients and the
marketplace. We will build on the excellent reputation that both The Inkerman Group and
TASK International already have to develop, train and help employ more people into the
Security Industry”.
TASK International offers a wide range of specialist training courses with a strong emphasis
for government organisations, companies and high-grade individuals worldwide. The main
TASK International Training centre is located at the International Study Centre, Herstmonceux
Castle (“The Castle”), East Sussex, United Kingdom. Training courses are also conducted
nationally and internationally.
Mark Harry, Director of Training, Task International, commented “We are extremely excited to
be joining one of the leading companies in the Security Industry. The Inkerman Group is a
market leader in its own right and together with its strong brand, TASK’s current UK and
International customers will benefit from the combined strength of the two companies.
Together we form a formidable partnership.”
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Note to Editors : Photographs are available on request
The Inkerman Group is a specialist risk, intelligence and investigation company offering a wide range
of services. It specialises in all aspects of corporate threat intelligence, travel safe, executive personal
and close protection and security review services, electronic sweeping and fraud investigations
(including personnel vetting and due diligence). It is also an SIA approved contractor.
TASK International is a wholly owned subsidiary company of the Inkerman Group and provides a full
range of accredited training to the security industry which includes close protection, close protection
refresher, surveillance, man guarding, cash and valuables in transit, anger management, CCTV, door
supervisor, vehicle immobilisation and First Aid at Work.

